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Main features of freelancing as a non-standard 
form of employment

Abstract. The article is devoted to socio-economic and socio-cultural nature of freelance as one of the most widespread non-
typical form of employment in the context of informational network economics creation and transformation of attitude to life. The 
author has examined freelance as a realization of freedom, independence, creativity and non-standardization in labour activity.  
Freelance is considered as the remote operations with part-time and contractual employment which forms nonlinear trajectory of 
career and special ways of social mobility.
The author has established connection of flexible and dynamic features of freelance with social adaptation of pensioners, disabled 
people, and women taking maternity leave. Freelance supports reduction of financial expenses of corporations and development 
of network cooperation in the economy.
At the same time, freelance is a form of unstable employment. Freelance as institutional pattern can contribute to development of 
the new social class - precariat, which has marginal position in the labour-market and high risk potential. The author has settled that 
freelance is in line with challenges of the modern information society and its basic requirements to an individual and organization 
as the participants of economic cooperation.
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Основні характеристики фрілансу як нестандартної форми зайнятості
Анотація. У статті розкриваються основні характеристики фрілансу як нестандартної форми зайнятості в контексті 
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1. Introduction. Modern information and network econo-
my needs workers who can be flexible, open and ready for in-
novations. Destructing of traditional employment models re-
lated to the strict identification of employees, their specializa-
tion and place of work gives a request for appropriate forms of 
employment. Nowadays, technological modernization of the 
society leads to emergence and development of new profes-
sions in such professional spheres as information technology, 
marketing, advertising, consulting, copywriting, design, trans-
lation, graphics, photos and videographics, etc. At present, 
various forms of precarious employment are developing very 
fast. The author supposes that freelancing is the most rele-
vant one. It is a model of a labour organization and/or civil ac-
tivity in which an employee is not a full-time specialist of the 
organization, but fulfils his duties on a contract basis remote-
ly, usually applying modern information and telecommunica-
tion technologies.

2. Problem statement. Freelancing as a form of preca-
rious work is quite new, that is why it has not been studied 
well yet. Problems connected with complex analysis of free-
lancing and its socio-cultural values as well as some fea-

tures of making a freelance career, and risks as its conse-
quences in the labour market remain unsolved both in Rus-
sia and abroad.

3. Brief literature review. U. Beck (1992) [1] and Z. Bau-
man (2001) [2] give a total macro-sociological analysis of 
contemporary Western civilization in the context of risks 
and instability, including those relating to the labour market. 
M. Castells (1996) [3] and J. Urry (2007) [4] studied prob-
lems of network morphology and mobility as backbone cha-
racteristics of the modern society. Papers devoted to the 
socio-economic analysis of employment issues and to ba-
sic forms and characteristics of precarious employment stu-
dying can be found in the foreign sociological and econo-
mic li terature [5-9]. General issues of the information socie-
ty, ac tual practices of economic activity as meaningful condi-
tions of non-standard forms of employment are discussed in 
[10-14]. There are a few Russian publications [15-19] as well 
as foreign empirical researches devoted to freelancing by 
S. Fielden, R. Tench and J. Fawkes (2003), H. Fulford (2001), 
A. C. Aguilar, T. M. Garcia Munoz and A. I. Moro-Egido (2013), 
N. Y. Zaritskaya (2014), N. Y. Solyarchuk (2014) [20-24].
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4. Purpose. The author aims at giving a comprehensive 
assessment of the social and economic nature of freelancing, 
its risks and prospects in the context of the information and 
network economy development.

5. Results. The most important factor of the modern so-
ciety development is a general instability of the postmo dern 
condition (Z. Bauman [2]), which specifies particular condi-
tions for social and economic practices. These conditions 
reflect different characteristics of the modern society crisis, 
such as a fundamental (economic, political, cultural, social) 
instabi lity and a social dissociation. Social practices are car-
ried out on the principle of supremacy of individual models 
and patterns («networked individualism» by M. Castells [3]) 
over the institutional actions, which are used in economic 
strategies.

Therefore, flexible working hours, mobility, creative cha-
racter of labour and relative independence of the employee 
along with rejection of the worker’s attachment to the work 
place and vertical career paths are becoming more impor-
tant for an employee. These values   are reflected in various 
forms of preca rious employment, such as freelancing, out-
staffing, outsourcing, co-working, etc. [16]. According to the 
research of N. Y. Solyarchuk (2014), freelancers in Ukraine 
see benefits in independent workplace and flexible working 
hours (more than 93%). About 80% of the respondents see 
benefits in lack of control, ability to study and work at the 
same time; they also point out self-organization, control of 
their own activities, professional development and service 
training. These features primarily encourage workers to en-
gage in freelancing [24].

Development of freelancing leads to the formation of com-
pletely new career strategies. At present, there is a transition 
from relatively universal standard forms of employment to un-
conventional personalized ones. They might be less stable 
but more flexible. The author interprets an individual full-time 
wage employment in the public or private entity based on the 
indefinite contract as a standard employment.

When an individual does not have a permanent job in an 
organization (enterprise), then he is not a mandatory agent of 
social and economic relations in the modern economic life. 
It leads to destruction of old forms of employment, characte-
rized by unification and standardization. Thus, institutional me-
chanisms of reproducing qualified specialists have given a rise 
to standardization of labour biographies. Freelancers explain 
their unity in common values.

Building a freelance career completely fits the modern in-
formation society and follows the basic principles and models 
of information and network economy. Freelancing is characte-
rized by individuality as well as absence of rigid hierarchical re-
lationships between employer and employee. It forms a spe-
cial social mobility of freelancers. Free character and lack of 
strict institutional regulations of the organization negate a pos-
sibility of upward mobility. However, freelancers are quite dif-
ferent in experience, skills, being in demand, etc. A freelance 
career is based on a network and depends on the number of 
the established labour relations. A horizontal type of the free-
lance social mobility determines a need for accumulation an 
appropriate network capital (i.e., labour relations, experience 
and reputation).

The existing resources and technology, organizing and 
structuring freelancing as a form of precarious work should be 
noted. First, freelancing assumes some remote work carried 
out with the use of information and communication technolo-
gies (as a rule, in the Internet). Freelancers and employers find 
each other through special websites designed to find and offer 
appropriate services. The largest among similar resources are 
such web-resources of different types as:

1) general markets of remote work (Free-lance.ru, Fl.ru, 
Freelansim.ru, Upwork.com, Freelancer.com);

2) markets for translators and copyrighters (Etxt.ru);
3) markets for IT-specialists (Devhuman.com);
4) markets for designers and illustrators (Topcreator.org).
Freelancers can place their profiles with information about 

themselves and their professional skills at the web-sites, and 
customers may find the necessary performer.

Freelancers’ social relations and contacts include a num-
ber of other freelancers, employers and other people outside 
the network. The number of contacts, frequency and stability of 
labour relations influence information spreading of freelan cer’s 
professional skills. The most significant are «weak» labour re-
lations, i.e. rare and irregular. M. Granovetter (1973) [25] es-
tablished the principles of priority significance for an indivi dual, 
his «weak» social and labour relations. Thus, the construction 
of a freelance career is done by expanding his personal so-
cial network.

A freelance reputation is a strong opinion of an emp loyer 
about a freelancer as a worker due to his skills and expe-
rience. At freelance websites, there is a rating scale, so that 
employers could asses freelancers and write comments. De-
spite the possibility of vote cheating using technical means 
and a general problem of mutual trust between customers 
and freelancers (especially, establishment of a contact), a 
freelancer’s reputation reflects its current position at the la-
bour market, and affects the quantity and quality of orders. 
In this regard, it is very interesting to study a freelance cor-
responding to the other career strategies and types of em-
ployment for which it can be regarded as preliminary, tem-
porary or a complimentary type of employment. According to 
the survey of D. O. Strebkov and A. V. Shevchuk (2015), there 
are three groups of freelancers in Russia in accordance with 
strategies of combining freelance with other activities: «First 
of all, there are people who combine freelance employment 
and work at the organization as employees (40%). Secondly, 
there are people who push the boundaries by organizing their 
own business and attracting employees to perform a variety 
of work (10%). Thus, they combine freelancing with business. 
Finally, the third type of independent professionals is «pure» 
freelancers, that is, people who do not have other sources of 
income but freelancing (50%)» [17, p. 78].

The author can suggest that freelancing is not only an 
individual form of employment and a source of income, but 
also an additional, successfully combined form of employ-
ment. In this context, as it was revealed by D. O. Strebkov and 
A. V. Shevchuk based on the results of online survey «Free-
lancers census» carried out in 2014 at Russian-language re-
mote work market FL.ru, mean monthly income of a freelancer 
is about 33,000 roubles [26]. According to the official data, the 
average salary in Russia in the same year amounted to 32,600 
roubles [27]. Thus, the mean incomes of freelancers and offi-
cially working people are nearly equal.

Freelancing as a non-standard form of employment is of-
ten used in organizations and enterprises to minimize finan-
cial costs. During the financial crisis, organizations are forced 
to reduce its staff and/or start new forms of precarious work 
of their employees including those who work remotely, part-
time or make individual projects. Thus, companies save mo ney 
through irregular payments to the employees. In the context of 
a significant reduction in the state of permanent employees, 
freelancing can solve problems of those who face the social 
adaptation (pensioners, disabled, women on maternity leave, 
students, migrants, etc.).

At the same time, freelancing as a form of employment 
has significant disadvantages both for employers and for the 
most freelancers. When many employees work part-time, an 
employer may face a problem of lack of qualified personnel 
and possible irresponsible attitude to work by freelan ces. Be-
sides, disadvantages of freelancing are income volatility and 
a lack of social guarantees (payments, benefits, etc.). A po-
pular transfer of the main staff on remote or contract emp-
loyment (including freelancing) leads to the precarization of 
workers and their socio-economic status. Zh. T. Toshchenko 
(2015) notes: « ... in Russia, as well as throughout the world, 
a new social class, called «precariat», appeared at the end of 
XX - beginning of XXI century. It is characterized by tempo-
rary or part-time employment, which is timeless, permanent 
and sustainable» [28, p. 5-6]. This new class is a successor 
to the proletariat class of workers, but in case with the pre-
cariat labour relations are not guaranteed or protected. Work 
on-call, casual labour, part-time work, contingent labour, etc. 
are examples of this employment. The precariat employees 
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usually do not have any formal registration. Thus, freelancing 
is included into this new class due to its unstable position on 
the labour market. Freelancing does not guarantee success-
ful employment and is dependent on the current labour mar-
ket. It is a challenge to the modern conditions of the labour 
market. A group of freelancers is one of the originally margi-
nalized social groups.

6. Conclusion. According to the results of the presen-
ted theoretical study, the author can conclude that freelan-
cing reflects the values   of freedom, independence and crea-
tivity along with formation of the information-network econo-
my and changing of life orientations. The paper demonstrates 
that freelancers work mostly through the Internet having a re-
mote, incomplete contract with an employer, because infor-
mation and communication technologies are developing fast 

and the labour is becoming more intellectualized. It gene-
rates a special horizontal type of social mobility; so, freelan-
cers should accumulate some appropriate network capital, 
such as labour relations, experience and reputation. Thanks 
to its flexible and dynamic nature, freelancing can promote 
employment of people facing problems in social adaptation. 
It can also reduce financial costs of organizations and deve-
lop networking in the economy. At the same time, freelancing 
remains an unstable form of employment. It can promote the 
growth of a new social class (precariat) which is characte-
rized by a marginal position at the labour market and high risk 
potential. In general, freelancing fully meets the challenges 
of the modern information society. It is one of the most pro-
mising forms of employment in the context of information and 
network economy development.
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